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 Charge 
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What if websites borrowed CPU cycles from 
your device to compute arbitrary tasks while 
you visited them?
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Distributed Computing and Botnets

The Web and the Browser

Browsers + Botnets
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 Distributed Computing 
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Many CPUs/machines working together to compute 
some problem.

Compute nodes are connected via a network and 
communicate instructions, data, and results via 
messages.

Network can be managed by a command-and-control 
server or entirely non-hierarchical where nodes operate 
entirely peer-to-peer.

Not all problems can be distributed. But when they can 
distribution offers huge speedups.
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 Serial Computing 
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 Distributed Compute Proj. 
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 Botnets 
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Robot + Network = Botnet

A distributed network of computers under the control 
of a single entity. 

Highly associated with hacking and criminal activity. A 
botnet implies that the computer owner doesn’t know 
that their machine is participating as a node in the 
network.

Usually installed as a trojan or worm. Botnets have 
been known to include 10s of millions of infected hosts.
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 Botnets 
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Distributing compute provides abundant resources.

● Many CPUs
● High Network Bandwidth
● Diverse set of IP Addresses (network entry points)

Uses:

● DdoS
● E-mail spamming
● Spyware (monitoring users w/out their knowledge)
● Click fraud
● Cryptocurrency mining
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 Named Botnets 
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Bagle
Marina
orpig
Storm
Donbot
Cutwail
Akbot
Srizbi
Lethic
Xarvester
Sality
Mariposa

Conficker
Waledac
Maazben
Onewordsub
Gheg
Nucrypt
Wopla
Asprox
Spamthru
Gumblar
BredoLab
Grum

Ozdok
Kracken
Festi
Vulcanbot
LowSec
TDL4
Zbot
Kelihos
Ramnit
Chameleon
Mirai
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 Native Applications 
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Botnets and distributed computing applications have 
user-level access to your machine.

Native code is trusted because it is assumed that the 
user installed/authorized it.

● Read/write access to your file system
● The ability to open network communication ports
● Hardware access: CPUs, GPUs, etc... 
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 The Web Browser 
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The web browser is a meta-application. It facilitates 
the execution of arbitrary code that is loaded from 
servers as you browse the web.

When you navigate to a web page, the author of that 
website* has the authority to run code on your 
machine from the moment you load that browser tab 
until that tab is closed. 

The browser is a sandboxed environment that does its 
best to protect you from the code it runs.

* Plus anyone the author provides access to – including analytics trackers, advertisers, 
font-loaders, JavaScript library authors, etc... 
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 Browser as Botnet 
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What if a web page secretly ran small snippets of code 
that had nothing to do with your browsing experience 
for the duration of the time that you were visiting that 
page?

How much free compute could be generated for the 
site owner? How much network bandwidth could be 
exploited in this way?

What if popular websites did this?

Is it possible to do this totally anonymously?
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 Password Cracking Example 
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MrSnuffles1989 → a3c8429ffd972930fe545ae932228990
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 radicalnetworks.org 
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 Demo 
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<iframe src="https://radnets.brannon.online/embed" style="display: none"></iframe> 
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 Distribution 
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With any botnet/distributed compute application, 
distribution is often the greatest challenge.

Traditional methods include volunteers or viruses.

● Run a popular website
● Write a Wordpress/Tumblr theme
● Run a free proxy server (or TOR exit node) and 
inject your code into non-HTTPS traffic

● Be an ISP
● Persistent Cross-site Scripting (XSS)
● Buy a banner Ad
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 HTML Banner Ads 
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Dynamic HTML ads are embedded into publisher’s web 
pages as an iframe or JavaScript file. They serve a 
single-page website that executes arbitrary JavaScript 
in the user’s browser.

● Reveal the IP address, user-agent, and referrer URL 
(the page you are currently on)

● “Phone home”, communicate with a server
● Make arbitrary HTTP GET requests to any resource 
on the web (can’t always read the response though)

● Execute code on multiple CPUs with Web Workers
● Web Workers can run Web Assembly (wasm)
● 2017 brings WebAssembly to all major browsers
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 Doing it Anonymously 
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Anon E-mail  protonmail.ch

Anon advertising network  popunder.net
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 Doing it Anonymously 
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Anon E-mail  protonmail.ch

Anon advertising network  popunder.net

Anon server (VPS)  plenty of offshore options

Anon domain name  namecheap.com

Anon SSL certificate  Let’s Encrypt

Anon analytics  Piwik (GNU licensed)
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 Launching a Botnet 
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Node.js server to distribute various JavaScript bot 
payloads and collect statistics.

Ads ran infrequently over the course of 1 month.

Popunder.net offers $0.04 CPM (cost per 1,000 
impressions) minimum bids.

The first ad was an “info bot” designed to gain an 
understanding of the compute resources, number of 
nodes, etc… that could be expected from the ad 
network.
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 Info Bot 
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● Ad ran for ~3 hours on a Thursday between ~9AM 
and 12PM

● 117,852 browser clients connected
● 30,234 unique IP addresses
● Many browsers stayed connected after the ad 
stopped being served

● Ad campaign cost ~$15
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This graph has an incredibly long chopped-off tail. Total time on ad was the 
equivalent of more than 327 days of compute. Mean time was over 15 minutes.



  

 SHA1 Hash Bot 
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● Ran for ~1.75 hours on a Thursday morning from 
9AM to 10:45 CDT

● 18,611 unique IP addresses
● 3.67 average CPU cores per browser client (virtual 
CPUs)

● 324 concurrently connected clients on average
● 8.5 megahashes computed per second on average

● My 4.2GHz CPU computes between 80-100K 
hashes per second on average for reference. 
8.5Mh/s represents an 80x increase from this 
figure.
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 XMR Miner Bot 
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In the wake of the release of the Coinhive JavaScript 
XMR miner, I briefly ran a coinhive miner bot on the ad 
network. Monero uses the Cryptonite algorithm, which 
offers only a ~2x speedup on GPU vs CPU, making it an 
ideal candidate for in-browser CPU mining (as 
compared with other cryptocurrency algos. which run 
1000x+ faster on GPU vs CPU.)  

● Ad ran for ~1.25 hours
● Mined 0.0357 XMR, = ~$4.20 (~$3 after Coinhive cut) 
as of Oct 15th, 2017

● Ad cost ~$10+
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 DDoS Bot 
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This bot makes continuous requests to an arbitrary 
HTTP endpoint as quickly as possible in an attempt to 
render the service unusable (max 6 concurrent 
requests per browser). The target for this test was a 
stock Nginx install on a t2.micro AWS instance. The 
service seemed to operate regularly throughout the 
test. Tests against Apache were similar.

● Attack generated 22K average requests per second
● 9,850,049 total requests
● 12,326 unique IP addresses
● 5.3 GB Nginx log file generated
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 WebTorrent Bot 
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WebRTC allows peer-to-peer (P2P) communication 
directly between web browsers over the Internet. 
WebTorrent is an implementation of the BitTorrent 
protocol implemented over WebRTC. 

● Ad ran for 24 hours
● 180,175 browser clients
● 127,755 unique IP addresses
● 89.5% browser support for WebRTC (98.46% of 
Desktop browsers)
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● 3.15 TB uploaded/seeded by the botnet
● 328.50 KB uploaded per second on average by each browser
● 702 Mb/s uploaded per second by the entire network on average 

(1.648 Gb/s max)



  

● 25 MB uploaded per browser client on average, 69.28 GB maximum
● 2.24 average seed ratio, 106.18 maximum seed ratio



  ● 267 average concurrent browsers connected



  

 Total Statistics 
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● 392,635 IP addresses
● 271,464 (~69%) unique IP addresses (3MB txt)
● 99,690 unique referrer URLs
● 17,112 unique referrer hostnames
● ~$90 total cost
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 The Big Three 
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Alexa #1: Google.com
● 13 billion hits/day
● 1.5 billion visits/day
● 7:59 minutes on website per visitor per day

Alexa #2: YouTube.com
● 7.6 billion hits/day
● 1.5 billion visits/day
● 8:34 minutes on website per visitor per day

Alexa #3: Facebook.com
● 3.1 billion hits/day
● 770 million vists/day
● 9:53 minutes on website per visitor per day
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 Google.com Free Compute 
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1.5 billion (visitors a day) * 8 min (daily visit time)
= 12 billion browser minutes on Google.com per day

12 billion / 60 (1 hour) / 24 (1 day) / 365 (1 year)
= 22,831 years of "browser time" per day

22,831 * ~3.5 CPUs per browser (30,000+ sample avg) 
= 79,908 years of 1 CPU running per day

79,908 * 0.1 (CPU throttled to 10% to not disrupt user)
= ~8,000 years of 1 CPU. In 1 day @ Google...
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 Thanks! 

https://github.com/brannondorsey
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